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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL

WASHINGTON, DC 20436

July 7, 2014 IG-MM-012

Chairman Broadbent:

This memorandum transmits the Office of Inspector General’s final report, Audit of 332 
Cost Estimates, OIG-AR-14-13.  This audit focused on whether the Commission was 
managing costs of 332 investigations by comparing the estimated costs approved on the 
Action Jacket to the actual costs of the investigation.  In finalizing the report, we 
analyzed management’s comments to our draft report and have included those comments 
in their entirety as Appendix A.

This audit identified three problem areas that prevented the Commission from being able 
to compare the estimated costs to the actual costs of the 332 investigations.  This report 
contains seven recommendations to address the problem areas.  In the next 30 days, 
please provide me with your management decisions describing the specific actions that 
you will take to implement each recommendation.

Thank you for the courtesies extended to my staff during this audit.

Philip M. Heneghan
Inspector General
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Results of Audit

The purpose of this audit was to answer the question:

Does the Commission compare the actual costs of 332 investigations to the 
estimated costs on the approved action jacket?

No.  The Commission did not compare the actual costs of 332 investigations to the 
estimated costs from the approved action jacket.  

Section 332 of the Tariff Act of 1930 requires the Commission to conduct fact finding 
investigations on a wide variety of trade matters.  The official initiation of an 
investigation is approved by the Commissioners through the Action Jacket process.  The 
Action Jacket contains a set of documents that provide information regarding the 
investigation, and includes a proposed staffing plan and cost estimates. The estimated 
costs are established at the beginning of the investigation to inform Commissioners of the 
expected resources required for the investigation.    

Managers consistently expressed the uniqueness of each investigation and described the 
estimate in the Action Jacket as “best guess”, “ballpark”, and “like throwing a dart at a 
moving target”.  They explained that the complexity of the study and the associated 
number of staff hours required are often difficult to assess at that stage of the 
investigation.  Additionally, they stated that while they monitored costs as they were 
being incurred, they did not go back and compare the actual cost to the estimate they 
provided in the Action Jacket.

Each investigation may have its differences, but in order to properly manage costs, the 
Commission must be able to identify and understand the causes of significant cost 
changes throughout the investigation process.  This cannot be done until the Commission 
has established clear processes and procedures for recording all costs, adequate controls 
to monitor the accuracy of recorded costs to protect the integrity of the data, and 
accessible internal management reports that contain complete cost data.  

We identified three problem areas that prevent the Commission from being able to 
compare the estimated costs to the actual costs of 332 investigations:  

The Commission had inconsistent methodologies for estimating and recording 
actual costs for labor hours.  
The Commission’s travel and procurement systems did not contain mandatory 
fields dedicated to capturing 332 investigation project codes.  As a result, reports 
could not be generated to show these costs by investigation. 
As a normal course of business the Commission’s managers did not have direct 
access to cost information. 
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the Office of the Secretary to collect information on unfair import investigations, and was 
not designed to be a cost reporting tool for managers.

Managers informed us that access to salary data was restricted as an internal control to 
protect privacy information.  This was confirmed by the Office of the Chief Financial 
Officer.  However, salary data for all USITC staff is readily available to anyone on the 
internet at http://fedsdatacenter.com/federal-pay-rates/, so there was no reason for 
managers to be unable to directly generate cost reports that contain this information.  

Additionally, the project leaders, who developed the cost estimate, did not have access to 
the labor cost code application and were not provided with reports during the course of 
the investigation.  Without any data, they were unaware of any differences between the 
resource requirements estimated and what was actually happening.  As the person closest 
to the project, the project leader should be aware of who is charging hours against the 
investigation and have the ability to make inquiries on questionable hours or staff.  

Recommendation 5: The Commission identify the informational needs of managers and 
project leaders.  

Recommendation 6: The Commission develop standardized management reports based 
on the informational needs of managers and project leaders.  

Recommendation 7:  The Commission develop a system to ensure that project leaders 
monitor all costs attributed to a project. 

Management Comments and Our Analysis

On July 1, 2014, Chairman Meredith Broadbent provided management comments on the 
draft report.  She acknowledged that the Commission had inconsistent methodologies for 
estimating and recording actual costs for labor hours, that the Commission's travel and 
procurement systems did not contain mandatory fields dedicated to capturing 332 investigation 
project codes, and that as a normal course of business, the Commission's managers did not have 
direct access to cost information.  She also agreed to make management decisions in response 
to the recommendations in the report.  

Objective, Scope, and Methodology

Objective:

Does the Commission compare actual costs to complete 332 investigations to the costs 
estimated on the approved action jacket?
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Scope:

22 investigations completed prior to July 23, 2013 (did not include recurring 
investigations)
Cost estimates from the Action Jacket.
Cost reports from Commission’s information systems.

Methodology:

Determined population of completed 332 investigations to review as part of audit.
Performed interviews to gain understanding of: 

o 332 investigation process.
o How costs are estimated.
o How costs are recorded.
o How costs are monitored.
o Available reports for actual data.

Reviewed procedures:
o For creating estimates.
o For recording actual costs.

Collected data:
o Obtained Action Jackets to identify approved cost estimates.
o Obtained labor hour and cost reports.
o Obtained travel cost reports.
o Obtained procurement cost reports.

Analyzed data.
Clarified gaps.
Reported results. 

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with Generally Accepted 
Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS).  Those standards require that we plan and 
perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis 
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.  We believe that the 
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on 
our audit objectives. 
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Appendix A:  Management Comments on Draft Report
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“Thacher’s Calculating Instrument” developed by Edwin Thacher in the late 1870s.  It is a cylindrical, rotating slide 
rule able to quickly perform complex mathematical calculations involving roots and powers quickly.  The instrument 
was used by architects, engineers, and actuaries as a measuring device.   
 
 

 

 




